This paper develop a low complexity composite CDMA system based on MIMO (Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output) processing and LDPC(low-density parity-check) codec based CDMA systems, involved the complicated case of multipath, multiusers and short length LDPC codes. To explore the practical application, the mobile user in the composite CDMA systems is with only two antennas and adopts short length irregular LDPC codec, each user's data has been divided two LDPC encoded substreams being sent to two transmitter antennas at base station. Since the LDPC encoded substreams of reaching the mobile user are orthogonal each other in space and time, the CDMA system performances (BER and SINR) can be improved much, but the multipath may ruin the orthogonal property. To solve the problems, the paper provides the algorithms of main function modules of transmitter and receivers, gives a simple method to test the girth of LDPC codes, and analyzes the performance of MIMO-LDPC CDMA systems theoretically and experimentally. The simulation results show that the hybrid CDMA systems can be of better performance than the conventional CDMA systems based on single transmitted antenna at a base station.
Introduction
However, in CDMA application, the considered low rank MIMO matrix can not obtain higher spatial gain, since the MIMO matrix is not non-coherent generally [1] [2] [3] [4] . It is also impractical to adopt many antennas to get high rank MIMO matrix and the higher spatial gain, it means great complexity and cost for CDMA base station (BS) system. The space-time spreading can let the low rank MIMO matrix to be quasiorthogonal and get higher spatial gain [1] [2] [3] [4] , which avoid the complexity and cost problems of the simple MIMO processing, and reduce the requirements for the non-coherency of MIMO matrix.
Multiple antenna arrays have been proposed as an effective way to improve performance in both the forward and the reverse links of CDMA2000 and WCDMA systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, due to the requirement for the number of antennas and their spatial distance, the space-time processing is feasible to perform downlink at BS transmitter. In order to increase the received space gain of mobile stations (MSs), the ST MIMO technique of BS can be applied to both transmitter and receiver.
In our simulation, the combination of MIMO and CDMA can bring about 2.5 dB of SINR gain, and we also notice that the low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes proposed by Gallager [6] can achieve the near Shannon limit performance on an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, but the decoder of short length LDPC (<500) at the SINR range of 0-2.2 db does not exhibit good BER performance. Whether the SINR 2.5 dB we get from the MIMO-CDMA scheme can greatly improve the BER performance of the MIMO-CDMA system when applying LDPC to its binary data source? This is the question will be answered by this paper and also the main interest for possible CDMA application.
The presented MIMO-CDMA system schemes did not adopt LDPC technique, the main obstacle is that LDPC codes need long block length and more iteration number, which limit the CDMA mobile station (MS) to adopt the LDPC codec. This paper will show that the MIMO-LDPC CDMA system with short length irregular LDPC codes can achieve the much better error rate (BER) performance than the conventional SISO CDMA systems.
This paper combines the LDPC technique with MIMO and CDMA technique into a low complexity scheme of MIMO-LDPC CDMA systems, absorb the excellent attributes of the three techniques, and achieve expected good BER performance for the composite system. We give the transmitted model based on MIMO of forward link in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the LDPC codec design and a simple test algorithm for no girth 4. Section 4 provides the BER performance analysis for the proposed systems. Section 5 gives the simulation results and the performance analysis for MIMO-LDPC CDMA. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
MIMO Processing and CDMA Spreading

The MIMO Transmitter
The proposed low complexity MIMO-LDPC CDMA BS system is shown in Fig. 1 , which includes the transmitter and receiver with Space-Time (ST) processing, CDMA spreading and LDPC codec blocks. The simplified circuit of Fig. 1 also can be applied to mobile station (MS), since the working principle is similar. The MS need not consider the problem of the transmitting processing and receiving processing of multiusers.
Suppose that in a cell there are K active mobile users, the CDMA BS uses two transmitting antennas and two receiving antennas to transmit and receive the user's data stream of real symbols. , for different discrete time
, the transmitting sub-streams of the antenna 1 and antenna 2 are as following form,
where, , and are any set of orthogonal unit-norm spreading sequence.
are defined with
is the length chips for the th user, and .
there is no extra spreading codes in the orthogonal transmit diversity.
The MIMO Receiver
Signals and from two different antennas of the BS are received through multipath fading channel by the kth user, and the received signals at the two antenna of th user are given by equation (1) 
Assuming that the receiver is spatial demodulation on even time , the mobile user to obtain the space diversity by following algorithm, (2) Assuming that perfect estimations of the channel fading coefficients in Eq.(2) are available, we can obtain the channel parameters by Ref. [5] . (3) Since the product of spatial channel matrices of user k and user m ( ) (3) can be removed by the spatial demodulation algorithm of Eq.(3). The remained part of MAI can be regarded Gaussian noise, it will be combined into original channel noise, and it will be cancelled by LDPC decoder. The LDPC decoder only faces the mixed and added Gaussian noises, and it can exert its original decoding function.
Then the bit signals and can be despreaded as following
Combine the despreading signals and into LDPC encoded signal
The despreaded signal ) ( ) ( n b k ) needs to be decoded by LDPC codec in next section.
We notice that the multi-access interference (i.e. the second term of on right side of Eq.(3)) exiting after the MIMO spreading processing, to cancel the influence needs the following LDPC decoding.
LDPC Codec
When the block length is relatively short, irregular LDPC codes with nonuniform column weight outperform turbo codes with almost the same block length and code rate [6] [7] [8] . We implement the irregular parity check matrix H, the construction algorithm for H operates referring [6] [7] [8] 
O
Our simulation will verify the lemma to be valid further. The lemma provided by us can make the girth test to be easy. The lemma is also valid for regular LDPC codes.
We consider binary codes described by a parity check matrix. The resulting coding can be encoded with low complexity and perform well when iteratively decoded with the sum-product algorithm. Let The encoded signal vector is provided to the CDMA spreading block in Fig. 1 .
obtained from Eq.(4) is decoded by using Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm [7] [8] .
BER Performance Analysis
Because the MIMO channel is shared by K MSs, the coherency of MIMO matrix will produce Multi-Access Interference (MAI), which is shown in Eq.(3), since for ( ) 
Hence, the SINR (Signal Interference Noise Ratio) after MIMO-CDMA processing for the kth MS is obtained as
where and , and 
SINR
After the MIMO-CDMA processing, noticing that the LDPC decoder is concatenated to the MIMO-CDMA processing block, then the input signals of the LDPC decoder can be regarded as the output of a binary-input additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel. Under the Gaussian approximation, the BER of LDPC decoder in Fig. 1 can be approximately written with the as
where is the tail integral of a standard Gaussian density with zero mean and unit variance defined as 
Simulations
We show the results of our computer simulation. We assume that the downlink of MIMO-LDPC CDMA system for every mobile user has two transmit and two receive antennas, and the perfect channel estimation. We use the algorithm in Section III to have constructed irregular LDPC codes with dimension 100× 200, the parity check matrix H. We also use the algorithm of the Lemma in Section III, and obtain the test matrix O in Fig.2 , which verifies that H has no girth of 4 due to the Lemma in Section III, since the entries of the test matrix O all are 1s except the diagonal line. The property of H can ensure that the LDPC codec improve the BER performance of MIMO-LDPC CDMA systems. In decoding system, we use the BP algorithm in Section III, and the number of iterations to 20 only for the LDPC decoder. To simplify our system simulation, we let the number of users in a cell of MIMO-LDPC CDMA system to be 32, the Walsh spreading codes and for every user in the MIMO-LDPC CDMA system are using m codes of length 8, and the each user's data is modulated by BPSK. To verify the MIMO-LDPC CDMA system to be valid, we select conventional CDMA system with same spreading code and the same number of users in CDMA cell. Fig.2 The test matrix O for the parity check matrix H in Fig. 3 Fig . 3 The bit error rate (BER) comparison of MIMO-LDPC CDMA system with MIMO CDMA and classical CDMA system with one antenna.
In the system simulation, two systems transmit 500 data frames with length 100 under same SNR and channel conditions, the BER results are shown in Fig. 2 . Observing simulation results in Fig.3 , we find that the mobile receiver based on MIMO-LDPC CDMA technique obtains the better performance than the MIMO CDMA receiver. Classical CDMA receiver based on single antenna can not work at the low SNR range, its BER is higher than 0.4218. The MIMO-LDPC CDMA receiver obtained approximately 3.7 dB to be higher that MIMO CDMA for the working status of BER=0.006. We can see that the BER of the MIMO-LDPC CDMA is much better than that of the MIMO CDMA, particularly the MIMO-LDPC can achieve the good BER on the low SNR environment. Thus, we can say that the MIMO-LDPC CDMA is effective on a low SNR channel. This is because the decoding algorithm of LDPC codes exploits the time diversity.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed the LDPC coded MIMO CDMA systems with short length block irregular LDPC codes over multipath channels. Discrete MIMO algorithms and LDPC codec algorithm for CDMA base stations and mobile users are provided. A girth test algorithm is developed for the design of irregular LDPC parity check matrix. From the simulation results, we showed that the MIMO-LDPC CDMA also can achieve the good error rate performance with short length of LDPC codes and reduced decoding number of iterations.
